2O19
Call for Proposals:

36Q°

S O U N D K I TC H E N

The Prague Quadrennial of Performance Design and Space invites proposals for 36Q°
Sound Kitchen, taking place at the Prague Exhibition Ground 6-16 June 2019.
Applications are accepted from artists at all stage of their careers, including emerging/
student artists. PQ is an international festival that celebrates and supports diversity from
our international community - we encourage eligible candidates from all backgrounds to
apply.
The Sound Kitchen 2019 is dedicated to the late Steve Brown.
DATES:
• Applications Published: 21 February 2019
• Application Deadline: 31 March 2019
• Selection Announcement: April 2019
• 14th Edition of Prague Quadrennial: 6-16 June 2019
PROJECT TEAM:
Sound Kitchen Curator: Dr Roger Alsop
Sound Spot/Sound Kitchen Project Leader: Joe Pino
36Q° Curators: Markéta Fantová, Jan K. Rolník
TO SUBMIT APPLICATIONS:
All proposals must be submitted through this official process and be completed in
English. Each application will require:
• Basic Contact Information
• Written Description of Proposal
• Technical and Time requirements
• 1 Audio sample of 10 minutes or less
• Short Biography of Artist
Link to application: http://bit.ly/pq19soundkitchen
PLEASE NOTE:
Travel, accommodation costs and per diems are covered by performers themselves. PQ
will provide performing artists with a 3 day accreditation/festival pass, which includes
access to all PQ events except PQ Studio: Workshops.
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Organized by the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic and realized by the Arts
and Theatre Institute, The Prague Quadrennial of Performance Design and Space is the
largest international exhibition and festival event dedicated to scenography, performance
design and theatre architecture. Since 1967 PQ has been an exchange, networking and
educational platform exploring the best works in scenography and design for performance
through exhibitions, festivals, workshops, performances, symposia, educational events
and residencies.
The last edition of this international performance design event in 2015 was held at more
than 30 venues, featured more than 500 live performances with over 180,000 visitors,
and was named one of the twelve most trend-setting European festivals in the prestigious
EFFE Awards. Individual exhibitions of countries and regions were organized by some of
the most important cultural organizations from over 75 countries, including ministries of
culture, art and theatre institutions, as well as international festivals, theatre companies
and prestigious theatre and visual arts schools.
ABOUT 36Q°:
36Q˚’s mission is to develop performance design as a vital means of experimentation
while promoting cross-generational, collaborative artistic practice with new registers
of knowledge and new modes of technology that enable artistic vision to become an
immersive experience for our audiences. 36Q˚ was initiated by PQ artistic director
Markéta Fantová as a platform for the performance design fields that, being progressive
in nature, are developing and challenging current production team models where
developing design disciplines are unfortunately often insufficiently credited.
36Q°’s second iteration, one of the main projects of PQ 2019, creates an environment
where the confluence of art and technology is possible, expanding the artistic fields
of lighting design, video projections, sound design and composition, as well as virtual
reality, tactile environment design, creative coding, and more.
As the unbridled imagination of young designers merges with the transformative
knowledge of established artists, we expect new modes of creativity, innovation,
and technology based ideas to emerge, offering a wealth of product feedback to our
participating companies as participants combine product features in new ways, pushing
instruments to their artistic limits.
The heart of this 36Q° is an interactive, experimental environment and installation
Blue Hour, with two additional projects, Light Spot and Sound Spot, providing a space
for artists and technicians to discuss, experiment, and present current practices from
around the globe.
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The Prague Quadrennial calls composers, sound designers, and sound artists to join the
Sound Kitchen 2019. The Sound Kitchen is a space for presentations, exchange, discussion
and brainstorming among sound designers and is open to all attendees of the Prague
Quadrennial 2019. The Sound Kitchen is coordinated by the Prague Quadrennial and
the OISTAT Sound Design Sub-Commission and will take place at the Prague Exhibition
Grounds, the main site of the Quadrennial.
The Sound Kitchen curator, Dr Roger Alsop, invites all interested to submit proposals
for 10 to 20-minute compositions, sound art, sound installations or sound design
pieces to be presented through an 8 channel sound system. These sound works can be
presented as playback, as stems and/or can be performed live using a laptop computer,
live instruments, self-built or circuit-bent electronics, smartphone, tablet computer, etc.
We especially encourage applications that reflect and respond to the following:
• work that represents novel thinking in sound design and sonic composition for
performance
• work designed for 8 channel sound dispersion systems
• work which has a performative aspect
• works relating to the main theme of PQ 2019: Imagination, Transformation,
Memory.
• work which has been previously developed for a performance or theatre piece
Works that expand on and vary from these five areas will also be considered.
Performers are required to supply all playback equipment and all necessary software to
perform the work and to provide output to the house system.
All presenters are required have completed all copyright requirements for their
presentations.
All presenters will be expected to discuss their presentations in Q&A/panel conversations
HOW TO APPLY?
Please fill out the form here until 31 March 2019.
Successful applicants will be informed in late April.
Contact for further information: Roger Alsop at ralsop@unimelb.edu.au
Travel, accommodation costs and per diems are covered by performers themselves. PQ
will provide performing artists with a free daily pass to all venues of the Quadrennial.
THE ORGANIZERS WILL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT:
• A high quality sound system consisting of :
• Loudspeakers with appropriate amplifiers
• Mixing desk
• Direct injection boxes as required
• Microphones and stands as required
• The use of projector/screen can be made available if required (but this must be
made clear in your proposal).
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Celetná 17
110 00 Prague 1, Czech Republic
T:+420 224 809 102
www.pq.cz
www.fb.com/praguequadrennial
www.twitter.com/PQ_2019

The Prague Quadrennial strives to present performance
design as an art form concerned with the creation of
active performance environments, that are far beyond
merely decorative or beautiful, but that are emotionally
charged; where design can become a quest, a question, an
argument, a threat, a resolution, or an agent of positive
change...Performance design is a collaborative field where
the artists mix, fuse, and blur the lines between various
disciplines to search for new approaches and new visions.
This edition of the Prague Quadrennial is inspired by PQ’s highest
prize, the Golden Triga. Three different forces coming together
to pull the chariot driven by Nike, the goddess of victory, stand
proudly atop the roof of the National Theatre, reminding
all that creating performance is an act of collaboration
where all talents combine their strengths to achieve much
more than any individual could ever accomplish alone.
The three horses pulling the chariot symbolize the three stages
of human life: youth’s wild instinct and intuition, the experience
of adulthood, and the wisdom of age. We will use the metaphor
of the Golden Triga to explore these points of view, three areas
connected with the cyclical phases of the creative process:

Imagination, Transformation, Memory.
- Markéta Fantová, Artistic Director PQ2019

